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Time Out
AS every expat knows, living
abroad offers opportunities to
reinvent yourself that rarely
exist outside the witness protection programme. Dancing in
the Fountain: How to Enjoy Living Abroad is a breezy and
amusing tale of author Karen McCann’s transition from rural Ohio
to the heart of one of Europe’s
oldest cities, Sevilla.
Adapting to her new culture
isn’t always easy. She survives

CANCER
(June 22 - July 23)

This is an emotional week, when it is
difficult to keep things to yourself. Get
together with others and do a bit of social
networking. Talk, and if you cannot bring yourself
to confess to a problem, say that it is a friend of
yours who has it. Certainly, you need to share this
concern to get a balanced picture.

LEO
(July 24 - August 23)

There is a highly social week ahead with
social gatherings here and there. A trip
means that finances start to look brighter.
You may find it necessary, if you are to
progress, to consider a move to another job or
area. Get involved with people who have been in
the same situation. This gives you a good guide
as to exactly where you want to be.

VIRGO
(August 24 - September 23)

There is a great impatience this week
when someone flatly refuses to see
something through to the end. You do not
admire sloppiness and your reaction shows this.
It may be necessary for you to sort out a situation
which has been going on far too long. As you
dislike loose ends in any respect, your patience
may come to an end.

LIBRA
(September 24 - October 23)

Energy is high and there is a lot of
fun to be had. An invitation sent out
brings an old friend to your table. This is
not as straightforward as you think it will be.
Odd stirrings make you confused.

Just joking
Why did the
fish get
kicked out of
the school?
Because he was
caught with seaweed.

IF ITʼS YOUR BIRTHDAY THIS
WEEK: With high energy and
sex appeal right through to
the end of the year, you are
likely to stir things up a bit on
the domestic front. Doing
something completely out of
character should be avoided if
possible. If this is not
possible, then you may use
your charm.

SCORPIO
(October 24 - November 22)

books@euroweeklynews.com

language classes full
of
20-something
Europeans with attitude, houseguests
who refuse to leave,
and Spanish friends
who do an intervention about her
hairstyle. One hot night McCann
and her husband climbed into a
fountain to cool off and began
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You feel like a fish out of water in a
confused and noisy situation. Perhaps
you are not making the right kind of
friends, so take control of the quality of
people who you associate with. Maybe it is
relatives that are causing concern. You
cannot choose your relatives, but it is
possible to see less of them.
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This is a great social week. Your
puppy-like enthusiasm attracts others
and a barrage of good vibes comes your way.
Indeed, your relaxed attitude allows someone
close to get their own life a bit more into
perspective.

CAPRICORN
(December 22 - January 20)

PISCES
(February 20 - March 20)

People look to you to guide them
through the maze of right and wrong this
week. Your talent for bringing humour into the
most tense situations is invaluable midweek.
Summer is a socialising time for you and it is all
steam ahead as you issue invitations and receive
some back.

The kind nature that is so much a
part of you is only too evident this
week. A situation makes you feel frustrated
and you need to find a way forward. A bit of
expert advice goes a long way even if it does
mean that you still have to go it alone. Be
strong and remind yourself that this is for
someone else.

ARIES
(March 21 - April 20)

You like to do your own things in your
own way and in your own time. That
certainly shows this week. It can cause a bit of
a stir with family. Even so, it will inspire
someone close to step forward and make their
own stand. Put someone straight when they
step out of line.

As you prefer living in the here and
now, you find it difficult to understand
and tolerate people who plot and plan in
advance. It is tedious in the extreme to
consider every little detail of something which
may never happen. Because there is this
relaxed attitude, you have
developed a larger-than-life
personality.

SU DOKU

This time of year
reminds you just how
much you enjoy home
comforts. Plan ahead now
for those chilly winter nights
when the air is crisp and the
wine is mulled. The urge is to
work with others this week
and that in itself throws up
plans for evenings ahead.
Having planned a romantic
weekend there may need to
be some adjustments.

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTION

What has four wheels
and flies?
A rubbish truck.

GEMINI
(May 22 - June
21)
Your mind, as ever,
is changeable. This is
a fun time to dabble at this
and that to bring a bit of variety to your life and work.
Meeting new people and
starting new projects means
that it is a busy time at work
but the rewards are high.

Have you got a funny joke?
jokes@euroweeklynews.com
Include full name and town you
live in.
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LUCKY STARS
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1. Am I bovvered?
2. Don’t mention the war
3. Don’t panic
4. Go on, go on, go on, go on, go on
5. I don’t believe it
6. I have a cunning plan
7. I’m free
8. I’m the only gay in the village
9. Lovely Jubbly!
10. Listen very carefully; I shall say this
only once

TARGET:

9

atop, blip, opal, pail, pain,
pall, pant, pill, pint, pion,
pita, plan, plat, plot, poll,
pont, topi, inapt, nopal,
paint, panto, patio, piano,
pilot, pinto, piton, plain,
plait, plant, point, plaint,
pliant, pinball, BALLPOINT

Word ladder
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REINTEGRO

10

9

REINTEGRO

9

Very good: 33
Excellent: 40

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTION

3
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With which comedy performers
would you principally associate the
following catchphrases/quotes?

DOGS

LOTTERY
UK NATIONAL
UK
IRISH LOTTO
LOTTERY
THUNDERBALL

TITLE

Average: 18
Good: 23

TAURUS
(April 21 - May
21)

HOW TO PLAY
Fill the grid so
that every row, every column
and every 3X3 box contains the
digits 1-9. There’s no maths
involved. You solve the puzzle
with reasoning and logic.

YOU’LL LOVE OUR
LOW ADSL RATES

Ana Botella Serrano,

Born July 23, 1954 she is a
Spanish Conservative Popular
Party (PP) politician, who has
been Mayor of Madrid since December, 2011.
She is well known for being married to former
Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar, whom she
had met during their university postgraduation trip. She has also worked for
national television chain Telecinco as a
political commenter and is famous for being
direct when voicing her personal opinion on
matters including gender equality,
environmental issues and abortion laws.

AQUARIUS
(January 21 - February 19)

SAGITTARIUS
(November 23 - December 21)

dancing in the water.
A passing Spaniard
growled: “Hey you
two, is that any way to
behave? You wouldn’t
do that back where you
come from.” And that’s
the whole point. Living
overseas, you get to try
things that you’d never
normally do.
Dancing in the Fountain will be
available August 15 from
Amazon, and on Kindle and other
e-readers.

Nonagram

BOOKS

Drama

MARGARET is a seventeen-year-old New York
City high school student
who believes that she inadvertently played a role
in a traffic accident that
has claimed a woman’s
life. On her journey to
set things right, she begins emotionally brutalising not only those
close to her, but herself as well. She is
suddenly faced with the basic truth that her
youthful ideals are clashing against the
realities of the adult world.
2h30m Director: Kenneth Lonergan
Starring: Anna Paquin, Matt Damon,
Mark Ruffalo, Matthew Broderick

10-star quiz

RACE

Move from the
start word (DOGS)
to the end word
(RACE) in the same
number of steps as
there are rungs on
the Word Ladder.
You must only
change one letter
at a time.

DOGS
DOGS
TOGS
DOGE
TAGS or DOZE
RAGS
DAZE
RAGE
RAZE
RACE
RACE

Margaret

1. CATHERINE TATE (Lauren Cooper: The Catherine
Tate Show), 2. JOHN CLEESE (Basil Fawlty: Fawlty
Towers), 3. CLIVE DUNN (Lance-Corporal Jones: Dad’s
Army. They are also the words written on the cover of
The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy), 4. PAULINE
MCLYNN (Mrs Doyle: Father Ted), 5. RICHARD
WILSON (Victor Meldrew: One Foot in the Grave),
6. TONY ROBINSON (Baldrick: Blackadder), 7. JOHN
INMAN (Mr Humphries: Are You Being Served?),
8. MATT LUCAS (Daffyd Thomas: Little Britain),
9. DAVID JASON (Del-Boy Trotter: Only Fools and
Horses), 10. KIRSTEN COOKE (Michelle Dubois: ‘Allo
‘Allo)

How to enjoy living in another country

NEW ON DVD

How many
English
words of
four letters
or more can
you make
from the
nine letters
in our
Nonagram
puzzle? Each
letter may
be used only
once (unless
the letter
appears
twice). Each
word MUST
CONTAIN
THE CENTRE
LETTER (in
this case G)
and there
must be AT
LEAST ONE
NINE
LETTER
WORD.
Plurals,
vulgarities or
proper
nouns are
not allowed.

